LA-Turbo Downdraft
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
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INSTALLATION OPTIONS:

INSTALLATION OF MOTOR
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INSTALLATION WITH REMOTE MOTOR
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INSTALLATION OF ELECTRONIC BOARD TO HOOD

FREE INSTALLATION OF ELECTRONIC BOX

REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT OF ALUMINIUM GREASE FILTERS

REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT CHARCOAL CARBON FILTERS

SAFETY anti-pinch

CONTROL PANEL
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SAFETY
Do not do flambé cooking under the hood
Constantly check while using the fryers because overheated oil can catch fire
Prior to any cleaning operation, disconnect the unit from electrical power by pulling the plug or operating the switch
If in the room the hood is simultaneously used with other appliances that give off fumes, not powered by electricity,
the room should be provided with ventilation
Avoid having free turned on stoves (not used)
Limit the use of the hood to its designed purpose: removal of cooking odours; do not use it for other purposes
It is recommended to start the hood shortly before performing any cooking operation and to let it run after cooking for
at least 15 minutes and anyway until the odour has disappeared
This unit is not intended for use by persons (including children) with reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities, or
lack of experience and knowledge, unless they have been instructed with regard to the use of the device and are
supervised by a person responsible for their safety. Children should be supervised in order to make sure they do not
play with the appliance.
The room must have sufficient ventilation when the hood is used simultaneously with other appliances that use gas or
other fuels
There is the possibility of fire if cleaning operations are not done according to the instructions
WARNING: accessible parts may become hot when using the hob.
Air should not be discharged into any duct used to discharge exhaust fumes produced by appliances burning gas or
other fuels
follow the laws applicable for external air evacuation.
If the power cable is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer or an authorized technical service centre or by
a qualified technician in order to avoid hazards.
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USE INSTRUCTIONS

To get the cooker hood up keep the button T1 pushed for around 3 seconds; once the threshold of around 200mm has been
exceeded the motor will start working at first speed, courtesy light will switch on automatically and all other functions become
available:
- Second speed;
- Third speed;
- Timer;
- Lighting.
Pushing the button T1 it is possible to stop and start again the cooker hood going up until it get on the desired position or until
cooker hood trolley will get to upper end guide.
To get the cooker hood down keep the bottom T3 pushed for around 3 seconds and to stop the going down, push it again until
the desired position
During the going down, till the threshold of around 200mm has not been exceeded, all functions are available it is possible to
invert the cooker hood running direction keeping pushed button T1 to get it go up and T2 to get it go down
Functions button T1
On/off Motor; First motor speed; Starting going up trolley; Stopping going up trolley; Reinstatement of emergency status
Functions button T2
Second speed;
Functions button T3
Third speed; Starting going down trolley; Stopping going down trolley
Functions button TL
Pushing light button, Start led will be switched on. Pushing it again they will be switched off
Functions button TT
Pushing this button the motor keep working at the selected speed for 15 minute, than all fuctions will be switched off and
trolley will get down
Reinstatement of emergency status
The emergency status will occur in two cases:
1- Opening the cooker hood perimetral panel ( look at “removing and replacement of aluminium filters”).
To reset the cooker hood, keep pushed button T1 for 3 seconds.
2- When anti pinch safety system is working during the going down, the cooker hood will immediately invert the running
direction until trolley will get to upper end guide

